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Houshold waste Type of waste Raw material Treatment Recycling

Corrugated cardboard
May be disposed into 
blue container

Cardboard boxes, 
pizza boxes

Cardboard (dry, clean, 
no food)

Packed for further transport

Newspapers and 
magazines
May be disposed into 
blue container

Newspapers, magazines, 
office papers, leaflets, 
advertisements, etc.

Not obligatory to remove 
staples, springs, etc. from 
the paper

Packed for further transport 

Beverage cartons
May be disposed into 
blue container

Dairy products, juices (also 
cartons with aluminium foil 
on in the inside)

Clean, dry and pressed Packed for further transport 

Plastic All types of plastic:
Plastic bags, yoghurt cans,
plastic cans, locks, coffee 
cups, etc. 

Dry and clean Pressed and packed for 
further transport

Metal All types of metal: 
e.g. cans and bottle caps

Dry and clean For further recycling

Batteries All batteris, also from 
laptops and telephones

Counted in pieces Transported to Reykjavik, 
sorted and disposed

Candles All candles Clean candles 
(not in pots)

Used for production 
of new candles

Red Cross in 
Patreksfjörður

Containers for clothes 
and other items

Clothes, cloths, shoes, 
curtains, bed-linen, etc.

In closed bags, into c
ontainers next to Red Cross

Sorted and transported 
for further use

Container area Container for 
household items

Furniture and furnishing Good to put together 
items in sets

Others can take and use 
these items

Container for inert waste Sand, concrete and glass Sorted and clean Disposed of by municipality

Container for iron 
and other metals

Iron and other metals Placed in container Trasported for recycling

Container for grass 
and soil

Grass from gardens, 
tree branches etc.

Clean soil Delivered to municipality

Container for tires Tires Transported for recycling

Toxic waste and oils All toxic waste and oils To be delivered to the 
container area

Disposed by in accordaance 
with regulations

Electrical equipment 
and furniture

All furniture and electrical 
equipment

To be delivered to the 
container area

Taken apart and sorted 
by employees

Container for lumber Lumber Municipality disposes 
of lumber accordingly
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Sett laust í tunnu eða kar:

Dagblöð og tímarit
Newspapers & magazines

Sundstræti 32 • 400 Ísafjörður • Sími: 456 3710 
vestfirdir@gamarvest.is • gamarvest.is

Sléttur pappi/bylgjupappi 
s.s. hreinir pizzukassar og 
morgunkornspakkar.
Cardboard & non corrugated 
cardboard. Clean pizza boxes.

Fernur, skolaðar og 
samanbrotnar. 
Beverage Cartons, clean and 
folded.


